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Bad Noodles is a children series that reveals quirky, cutesy, and goofy settings to appeal to children. The main character goes against the antagonists in order to make wise solutions in the end. In this story however happens in a school. Timothy makes bad choices that hurts and effects Alice's friends. So now it's her turn to try to find a way to get Timothy to stop being so bossy and greedy to others.
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Ada Salcedo is an English instructor, freelance writer, and novelist. Her short stories have appeared in numerous publications.
Maple Leaf

“the city of generosity”
The city of Generosity

Mapleleaf the city of generosity is full of gratitude.
Most of the community of the city of Mapleleaf make for the best of themselves in the city of generosity. especially “Chirp Chirp!” yelled Alice as she ran to the school with her pet dog Socks. “Ruff Ruff! Come on Socks I’m gonna be in big trouble if I don’t make it on time!” Alice finally made it to the whispering to each other as Alice sat in her seat patiently.
Say hello to Timothy!

Timothy is an new student in Mapleleaf elementary. Some kids including Alice were excited to meet a new student to their butterfly classroom. "Hello children! I Ms. Leaf will be gone for a few minutes to get our new friend to join us in our wonderful classroom!". said Ms. Leaf. "Oh joyus day! yelled Alice as the other children were also talking and waiting patiently for the new student to come. The door went "BOOM!" as Ms. Leaf crashed into the classroom with a girl right beside her. " Everyone! Meet your new classmate Timothy!".
Do you even want her here?

Timothy looked different from others that even Alice...way different. Timothy looked very shy and is sweating along with Ms. Leaf who looks very exhausted like a tired cheetah that finished a long race.

"Hi Timothy!" yelled the class. "Now Timothy tells us something about yourself" said Ms. Leaf patiently.

"Um I came from W—Washington D.C. to the city of MapleLeaf to be h—here" said Timothy with a wide smile.
"That grin looked so big that it looked as wide as a smiling watermelon" thought Alice as she was gathering her notebooks. "Now then Timothy just pick any sea so we can get started on today's lesson please!". Timothy sat down next to Alice and both waved to each other while they waited for Ms. Leaf to get started. Timothy then asked Alice for a pencil as Ms. Leaf was gathering papers with her helpers. "Please Alice, can I borrow that pencil of yours please?" "um b- sentence. "Hey!" said Alice as Timothy looked at her with raising eyebrows. "Hello there" Laughed Timothy as she started to scribble on to loose leaf paper.
That's not fair!

"Hey stop that right now!" yelled Alice. "Be quite down there! I am preparing today's lesson and noise will only make it even worse!". "Yes Ms. Leaf" said the class while Alice gave a angry look to Timothy as Timothy chewed the pencil.
As the class return to the classroom Alice made sure Timothy has seen the mess she made in the classroom, while she was at recess. Ms. Leaf yelled "Oh My! the precious Butterfly classroom!". Timothy looked very scared as she walked by.
Timothy has seen what she has done. “My stuff! Wahhh! It’s all gone!” Timothy cried. Alice has seen Timothy’s mistakes and sees how she hurted others but then she just decided to help Timothy fix everything. She just wanted Timothy to understand how being so greedy can hurt the kids and the stuff around her. Then they both began to clean all of the mess Timothy has made and left the room clean. “Thank you so much Alice, but why did you help me after all the things I did to hurt you?” said Timothy. Alice gave her a patient smile and said “because I acted just like you before you came here”. Timothy looked surprised and continued to pick up trash as Alice helped her.